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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce the idea of using motion estima-
tion resources from a video codec for video denoising. This is not
straightforward because the motion estimators aimed for video com-
pression and coding, tolerate errors in the estimated motion field and
hence are not directly applicable to video denoising. To solve this
problem, we propose a novel motion field filtering step that refines
the accuracy of the motion estimates to a degree that is required for
denoising.

We illustrate the use of the proposed motion estimation method
within a wavelet-based video denoising scheme. The resulting video
denoising method, is of low-complexity and compares favorably to
the latest video denoising methods.

Index Terms— video, denoising, motion estimation, compres-
sion, coding

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of wavelet-based video denoising algorithms have been
proposed recently, including [1], [2], [3] and [4]. In a closely
related video processing chain, wavelet-based video codecs prove
their advantages, especially in terms of resolution scalability.

In many applications such as video surveillance or tele-medicine,
it should be desirable to integrate video denoising and video coding,
as closely related parts of the same video processing chain.A nat-
ural step towards this integration is re-using the resources, such as
motion estimation, from a video codec for the denoiser. A number
of efficient motion estimators have been already developed,such as
[5], which are suitable for real-time hardware implementation [6].
However, the use of these motion estimators has not been considered
so far in the denoising literature.

The main reason is that motion estimator aimed for video com-
pression and coding tolerate errors in the estimated motionfield. Of-
ten, motion field produced by video codec does not follow the actual
moving object which is one of the conditions required to perform
successful motion-compensated denoising.

In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient filtering step
which allows integration of a motion estimator from a video codec
into a denoiser. In particular, we observe that inaccuracies of mul-
tiresolution motion estimators, such as [5] consist mainlyin false
motion vectors in background image areas without actual motion.
The proposed, novel motion field filtering step refines the accuracy
of the motion field making it usable for denoiser. We show thatin
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Fig. 1. Tested video denoising scheme.

combination with a wavelet based spatial filter scheme the proposed
video denoising scheme competes with the best and most recent mul-
tiresolution video denoisers, such as [3]. While promotingthe idea
of integrating the motion estimator from a video codec into ade-
noiser, we do not restrict ourselves to a particular codec ordenoiser
design. The essence is that we can use the output of the same motion
estimator as an input for the coding scheme and with the proposed
additional filtering step, as an input to the denoiser.

We also develop a novel wavelet-based video denoising scheme
that fits in the proposed video processing strategy. The results demon-
strate that the proposed filter outperforms recent related methods
such as [3] and [4], while being compatible with video coding
motion estimation algorithms. The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the proposed spatio-temporal filteringscheme.
The results are presented and discussed in Section 3. Conclusions
are given in Section 4.

We adopt a separable and sequential spatio-temporal filtering
scheme, related to [4], which combines wavelet-domain spatial fil-
tering and pixel-domain temporal filtering. The main difference with
respect to [4] is a novel, motion compensated temporal filter, as
opposed to simple pixel based motion detection in [4]. Secondly
we use a different filtering order, where the temporal filtering pre-
cedes spatial one. This is because we observed that such a scheme
yields less spatial blur as compared to the filtering order from [4].
One difficulty with our temporal-spatial filter ordering is that the re-
maining noise after the temporal filtering is in general spatially non-
stationary, which requires adaptivity of the spatial filterto local noise
statistics. Different solutions for this problem are possible, including
the extension of the spatial filter from [7]. Here we propose arelated
solution for non-stationary spatial filter, starting from afuzzy-logic
version of this filter [8], which offers a good compromise between
denoising quality and complexity, being attractive for hardware im-
plementation. We extend this filter to make it adaptive to spatially



non-stationary noise.

2. THE PROPOSED VIDEO DENOISER

We assume the following noise model:
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where(i, j) denote the spatial position,k-the frame number,fk
i,j the

noise-free component andnk
i,j the noise contribution. Noise is as-

sumed to be white Gaussian of zero mean and of known standard
deviationσ. In caseσ is not known, we estimate it as described in
[3]. The proposed video denoising scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1. An
input into this scheme is the motion field produced by a motionesti-
mator from a video codec. In particular we assume the multiresolu-
tion spatio temporal motion estimation algorithm (MRST) described
in [5]. This algorithm uses a multigrid image representation and
starts with a full search on the lowest resolution, and uses higher
resolution levels and spatially and temporally neighboring blocks to
improve the existing motion vectors in an adaptive manner. This
motion estimation algorithm offers similar results as a full search
algorithm but with multiple speed-up.

We have noticed that the main problem with this, and other mo-
tion estimation methods aimed for video compression is thatthey
produce motion vectors in the parts of the frame where no motion
exists (for example in the background which contains steep illumina-
tion gradients). This is because the corresponding motion estimation
algorithms search for the best matching pixel value in the previous
frame no matter if it does not belong to the same object. Such motion
field cannot be used for video denoising without further refinement,
since spurious motion vectors would introduce degradations of sta-
tionary parts of the scene.

2.1. The proposed motion filtering step

In order to eliminate spurious motion vectors, from the parts of im-
age sequence where no motion exist we propose a novel motion field
filtering step. The idea is to compare the difference betweenthe cor-
responding blocks with the average difference, and decide whether
motion exists or not. In the first step we calculate mean absolute
difference between pixels in the corresponding blocks in neigboring
frames, denoted withDk

i,j :
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wherei, j are spatial coordinates of a block,m, n coordinates of a
pixel inside block used for motion estimation andN is a block size.

We define the threshold used for motion detection ink-th frame
as follows:
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whereγ is a scalar andNbh, Nbv are number of blocks along hor-
izontal and vertical axis. We found experimentally that value γ =
0.55 yields best results for the most sequences.

In this filtering step, we make decision whether motion exists
in each block simply by comparing the absolute block difference
with the previously calculated threshold. If theDk

i,j < THR, both
motion vector components are set to zero. Otherwise, motionvector
keeps its original value.

2.2. The proposed motion compensated temporal filtering

Let mi,j denote the motion detection variable at positioni, j in the
framek. Valuemk

i,j = 1 indicates“motion” andmk
i,j = 0 “no mo-

tion” at the corresponding spatio-temporal position. In the original
SEQWT method from [4], the recursive temporal filtering is sim-
ply switched off at positions where motion is detected(mk

i,j = 1).
Using our motion estimator, we shall filter at the positions where
motion exists as well, and this along the motion trajectory.We wish
to take into account however, that the motion estimation is not per-
fect and hence we apply different coefficients of the filter inmoving
and in non-moving areas. The proposed motion compensated filter
is:
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where(p, q) are the coordinates of the motion vector andMAD =
|dk

i,j − dk−1

i−p,j−q|. Optimal values for filter coefficientsα=0.55 and
β = 0.9 are chosen experimentally to yield best denoising results for
all test sequences.

2.3. Spatial filtering for non-stationary noise

Like in [4], we combine the temporal filter with a wavelet domain
spatial filter. As opposed to [4], our spatial filter folollows the
temporal one, and hence it has to deal with spatially non-stationary
noise. Aiming at low complexity and hardware-friendly solution,
we start from the fuzzy filter of [8], which is a fuzzy-logic version
of the spatially adaptive ProbShrink from [9]. The filter applies to
each wavelet coefficient a shrinkage factor, which is a function of
two measurements: the coefficient magnitude and a local spatial ac-
tivity indicator (LSAI). These functions are realized as piece-wise
linear membership functions which depend on standard deviation of
noiseσ. For details see [8]. We make this method adaptive to spa-
tially non-stationary noise by estimatingσ locally. We use 32x32
overlapping windows and shift these in steps of 8 pixels along each
direction.

3. RESULTS

We first analyze the performance of the proposed motion estimation
algorithm and next the performance of the complete denoising algo-
rithm.

3.1. Motion field improvement

The performance of the algorithm is evaluated by comparing mean
square error of the motion compensated frame, obtained using the
estimated motion field with and without the proposed motion field
filtering step. Fig. 3 shows the motion field for 15-th frame of‘chair‘
sequence before and after filtering.

Mean square error of the motion field is defined as

MSE =
1
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Nx, Ny are the sizes of image frame along x and y axis, i, j coor-
dinates of pixel inside image frame andp, q are the x and y compo-
nents of the motion vector. The resulting mean square errorsgiven
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Fig. 2. Quantitative performance comparison of the proposed method and SEQWT and BVD algorithms for the following sequences:(a)
flower,σ =15 (b) tennis,σ=15 (c) miss America,σ = 15 (d) salesman,σ = 15

Table 1. Mean square error of the motion field
Sequence Without MV filtering With MV filtering

”salesman” 0.188 0.118
”chair” 0.077 0.047

”miss America” 0.062 0.036
”tennis” 0.017 0.017

”flower garden” 0.49 0.345
”bus” 0.286 0.202

in Table. 1 demonstrate that the proposed filtering step improves the
accuracy of the estimated motion field.

3.2. Denoising results

In this section we present the denoising performance of the proposed
method. The wavelet function used here issymletwith eight vanish-
ing moments. All the results were obtained using a non-decimated
wavelet transform with 4 decomposition levels.

Four test sequences were used,’miss America’, ’salesman’, ’ten-
nis’ and ’flower’, with added white Gaussian noise of standard de-
viationsσ=10, 15 and 20. Resulting PSNR of the proposed method

is compared with the methods presented in [3] and [4] , denoted
as BVD and SEQWT respectively. which is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The proposed denoising method shows better results for all test se-
quences. The improvements in PSNR are from 0.5 - 0.8 dB com-
pared with [4], depending on the sequence. These improvements
are mainly because the new method includes a motion compensated
filtering. A significant factor in performance improvement is also the
use of a spatially adaptive local filtering which adapts itself to non-
stationary noise. The visual results shown in Fig. 4 , demonstrate
that the proposed method also outperforms the reference methods
in terms of visual quality, especially in the sequences which con-
tain more dynamics. Differences between the presented methods
are even more perceivable after viewing and comparing denoised se-
quences.

4. CONCLUSION

The main novelty of this paper is the idea of reusing motion estima-
tion resources from video codec for video denoising. The benefit of
the proposed idea is twofold. Firstly we improve the performance of
the SEQWT denoiser [4] by using a motion estimator that is suitable
for real-time processing. Secondly we make a first step towards in-
tegrating wavelet domain video coder and denoiser by makingthem



Fig. 3. Motion field for 15-th frame of ’chair’ sequence, before and
after filtering.

sharing the common resources such as motion estimation. This is not
straightforward since the motion estimators aimed for video com-
pression tolerate errors in the estimated motion field and hence are
not applicable to video denoising. In order to achive this, we intro-
duce novel motion filtering step that improves significantlythe mean
error squared performance of the motion estimator. This configura-
tion can be easily implemented as a part of hardware video codec,
since both components have low complexity.
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